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UNEXPECTEDLY HIGH BOUNCE RATES

Poor Loading Time

Misleading Title and Meta Description

Cluttered Content and Design

Misleading Backlinks or Advertising

Your site’s users are only so patient. After 6 seconds of page loading, most visitors will leave your site 
[https://royal.pingdom.com/2018/01/18/page-load-time-really-affect-bounce-rate/]. 

If your title or meta description does not accurately reflect your page’s content, users will quickly  
abandon your site. 

Overwhelming visitors with too much to read, navigate, or click on will destroy meaningful engagement. 

Other sites or display ads may poorly communicate your page’s purpose and will attract the wrong visitors 
to your site, who will quickly leave the page. 

Check page loading time using Pingdom and follow recommendations to reduce 
loading time to 2-4 seconds [https://tools.pingdom.com/].

ACTION:

ACTION:

ACTION:

ACTIONS:

Include one clear call to action (CTA), rewrite text to easily scannable and short 
chunks of content, remove all non-essential popup and sidebar features, and make 
navigation as simple as possible.

Delete generic titles and meta descriptions, choose one or two primary keywords, 
and write compelling copy that quickly describes your page and connects to specific 
user intent. 

View bounce rates by traffic source and remove backlinks or ads that misrepresent your 
content. If a page owner won’t remove a link to your site, you can add them to your 
disavow file [https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/2648487?hl=en]. This 
won’t fix your bounce rate, but it helps Google better interpret your site’s relevance.
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0% OR VERY LOW BOUNCE RATES

Duplicate Installation of Google Analytics Code

iFrames

Automatic Event Triggers

Using CMS tools (such as WordPress) together with SEO plugins may render the Google Analytics 
tracking code twice when loading a page, creating automatic non-bounces. 

If your website design includes iFrames, Analytics may record too many non-bounces if the embedded 
content has a duplicate GA tracking code. 

If you track custom non-user events (such as completed page loading), then Analytics will record too 
many non-bounces. 

Check your page source code [https://www.wikihow.com/View-Source-Code] and disable 
duplicate analytics tracking in your CMS or plugins. [https://tools.pingdom.com/].

For any event not triggered by a user action, change the Google Tag Manager settings 
for  that event to non-interaction in order to avoid skewing bounce rates.

Check your page source code [https://www.wikihow.com/View-Source-Code] and 
remove duplicate analytics tracking from content embedded in iFrames.

ACTION:

ACTION:

ACTION:


